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Industry Trends

UCC IntegrationsBlended Asynchronous & 


Synchronous Collaboration

Web Real-Time Communications 

Sources: 


Magic Quadrant for Meeting Solutions. Gartner. Mike Fasciani, Tom Eagle, Adam Preset, 5 September 2019.


Global Companies Transfer Business Collaboration with High-Quality Video. 2019. Harvard Business Review Analytic Services.


As a part of many leading 
collaboration platforms, AI 
has the potential for more 
sophisticated features.  
Capabilities include 
zooming in on speakers and 
displaying their name and 
titles, verbatim transcripts 
and summaries of 
meetings.

WebRTC eliminates the 
need for participants to use 
software plug-ins or 
hardware dongles to join 
video calls. Anyone with a 
camera-equipped device, 
such as a laptop or 
smartphone, can easily 
communicate via 
high-quality video streams.

Blended asynchronous 
(messaging, content, 
scheduling, tasks, 
recordings) and 
synchronous (voice, audio, 
screen sharing) 
collaboration in persistent 
rooms or workspaces.

Integration of meeting 
solution capabilities with 
UCC (Unified 
communications and 
collaboration) 
infrastructure gives UCC 
vendors strong leverage in 
enterprises. Best-of-breed 
meeting solution vendors 
must ensure integration 
with UCC offerings to gain 
further traction in 
enterprises.


Artificial Intelligence

Trends in Meeting Solutions from Gartner 
and Harvard Business Review.
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Strategic Planning Assumptions by Gartner (2019)

By 2022, 40% of formal meetings will be facilitated by virtual concierges and 

advanced analytics.



By 2024, remote work and changing workforce demographics will impact 

enterprise meetings so that only 25% will take place in person, down from 60% 

today.

Source: Gartner (Magic Quadrant for Meeting Solutions), Mike Fasciani, Tom Eagle, Adam Preset, 5 September 2019.
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Magic Quadrant Meeting Solutions Basic Requirements
✓ Presentation delivery — All participants can see an online presentation, which is under the control of one participant designated the 
presenter.


✓ Desktop or application sharing — All participants can see, but not necessarily directly interact with or modify, the presenter’s specific 
application on the presenter’s system.


✓ Text chat — Participants can exchange real-time textual messages with other participants or the presenter using an instant messaging 
(IM)-like interface.


✓ Basic security — Encrypted data transfer, password-protected meetings, and host controls that reveal meeting attendees, as well as 
mute, block and drop those attendees.


✓ Integrated VoIP audio — To remove or reduce the need for telephone-based audio, qualifying solutions must offer the option to use a 
speaker and microphone (or a headset) to enable participants to listen and speak from their PCs, Macs or mobile devices.


✓ Video — The solution must show live multiparty video feeds of presenters and participants from desktop clients, room systems or 
mobile devices.


✓ Mobility — Specific support for audio, video and content sharing from mobile devices and tablets.


✓ Reporting — Detailed reporting for user and room participation, call, device and feature usage (content share, video, recording, 
whiteboard, etc.), and service performance metrics (QoS).


✓ Meetings — Support for at least 50 individual participants.


✓ Webinars — Live streaming of large meetings or webinars with more than 1,000 concurrent participants, as well as integration with 
content delivery networks for live streaming of large-scale webinars.




Industry Trends
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Application leaders deploy meeting solutions to:

Enhance face-to-face meeting activities (e.g., with content collaboration)


Reduce geographic barriers for organizational communication


Increase employee engagement for remote workers and teams through video


Save time and money by minimizing business travel


Train remote participants in multiple locations


Deliver corporate or departmental communication events, such as employee town 
hall meetings


•


•


•


•


•


•


Source: Gartner (Magic Quadrant for Meeting Solutions), Mike Fasciani, Tom Eagle, Adam Preset, 5 September 2019.
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Trends

New designs based on ease of use for simplification of 
host controls, quick joining to meetings, and 
integration to conference room systems.


Transcription and language translation for delivering 
webinars, town hall meetings and quarterly business 
reviews.

AI technologies that improve the videoconference room 
experience by automating the meeting join and content 
sharing processes.


Pricing models that span a range from low-end 
freemium to high-end premium services.



Integration with related collaboration investments, 
including UCC and cloud office.

Blended asynchronous (messaging, content, scheduling, 
tasks, recordings) and synchronous (voice, audio, screen 
sharing) collaboration in persistent rooms or 
workspaces.

Ease of use.

Transcription and language translation.

AI technologies.

Pricing models.

Integrations.

Blended asynchronous and synchronous collaboration.

Source: Gartner (Magic Quadrant for Meeting Solutions), Mike Fasciani, Tom Eagle, Adam Preset, 5 September 2019.
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3 Business Collaboration Innovations 

This new standard supports video resolutions of 4,000 
pixels—or about 8x more data than current 
high-definition displays. Once vendors release a 
critical mass of higher-quality lens and software to 
fully support these resolutions, 4K video may replace 
the HD standard.

AI can zoom in on speakers, identify them using facial 
scans and display their names and titles so everyone 
knows whom they’re viewing. While today’s AI creates 
verbatim transcripts of meetings, the technology may 
eventually summarize content to help people retain 
important takeaways from the multiple meetings they 
attend.

This technology is becoming more widely adopted to 
support video conferences running natively in 
browsers. WebRTC eliminates the need for 
participants to use software plug-ins or hardware 
dongles to join video calls. The benefit: anyone with a 
camera-equipped device, such as a laptop or 
smartphone, can easily communicate via high-quality 
video streams.

4K video. 

AI technologies.

Web Real-Time Communications (WebRTC)

Source: Global Companies Transfer Business Collaboration with High-Quality Video. 2019. Harvard Business Review Analytic Services.

Industry Trends
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Magic Quadrant for Meeting Solutions

Gartner's Magic Quadrant is widely 
recognized as the world's most influential 
market analysis for IT buyers.











Source: Gartner (Magic Quadrant for Meeting Solutions), Mike Fasciani, Tom Eagle, 
Adam Preset, 5 September 2019.
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Zoom
Features

Zoom allows developers to create their own stack solutions 
with video, voice, and screen sharing APIs. 

Enable advanced features in settings such as language 
Interpretation, virtual background, attention tracking, 
breakout rooms, and more.

Developer Platform.

Advanced Features.

✓ Meetings


✓ Video Webinar


✓ Zoom Rooms


✓ Business IM 


✓ HD video and audio


✓ Meet securely


✓ Team chat

Zoom Advanced Features



Zoom
Features

Zoom’s Administrative View

Centralized IT management and remote assistance. Track 
utilization and usage trends, assign granular permission 
settings.

Administration and remote assistance.



Slack: Blended Synchronous and Asynchronous Collaboration
Features

Meeting solutions are merging with asynchronous office 
collaboration, social networking and the use of CRM applications.



Workstream collaboration applications blend multiple 
collaboration and communication modalities, such as messaging, 
content and meetings. They both augment and displace 
traditional meeting solutions in the enterprise by enabling 
more-fluid execution of nonroutine work. 



Examples of such applications are Cisco Webex Teams, Google 
Hangouts Chat, Microsoft Teams and Slack.
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Zoom: The AI Influence
Gartner 2019 Meeting Solutions Report

Meeting solution vendors are embedding AI within their products. In the Magic Quadrant, 80% of software solutions have some version of 
meeting transcription (based on natural language processing). Meeting solution vendors without their own AI technologies integrate with 
partners such as Amazon, Google and IBM and Microsoft to embed this technology.

Zoom provides automatic speech-to-text 
transcription for cloud recordings. 



Transcription makes it easy for your recording viewers 
to quickly locate and review relevant content. Viewers 
can scan and search the transcription and jump to 
parts. 

Zoom’s Audio Transcription
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Microsoft Teams: The AI Influence
Gartner 2019 Meeting Solutions Report

Vendors in the meeting solution market have begun innovating to bring automated processes to the conference 
room, including:



Proximity detection via beacons, sensors or mobile apps to identify users as they enter the conference room, to 
ensure a more reliable and simpler joining experience.



Microsoft Teams Room Proximity Detection
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GoToMeeting, Cisco, Zoom: The Freemium Influence
Gartner 2019 Meeting Solutions Report

The freemium model has fueled rapid growth for vendors such as Cisco WebEx, Google Hangouts Meet, Microsoft Teams and Zoom. The 
freemium model has contributed to downward pricing pressure in the meeting solution market.
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Collaboration Tools
Gartner 2019 Meeting Solutions Report

BlueJeans’ whiteboard, annotation, breakout session tools
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Zoom
Landscape Review

Zoom offers SaaS, hybrid, managed service and dedicated deployment options for its 
Zoom Meeting and Zoom Video Webinar solutions, along with its partners’ conference 
room endpoints.

Zoom is considered to be one of the best free video 
conferencing softwares available today. The basic version 
allows unlimited 1:1 meetings and offers room for 100 
attendees – twice as many as other free service offers.

Zoom's cloud provides instant global service backup 
and takes care of housing administrative functions while 
video, voice, and content sharing data runs on your 
cloud. 

Zoom combines HD video conferencing, online business 
meetings, webinars, and mobile capabilities into one 
collaborative solution.

Enable quick adoption with meeting capabilities that 
make it easy to start, join, and collaborate across any 
device. Up to 1,000 video participants and 10,000 viewers. 

One consistent enterprise experience for all use cases. Most affordable, straightforward pricing.

Engineered and optimized to work reliably.

Easy-to-use, buy and scale.
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Zoom
Anecdoctal Feature Reviews

“Zoom needs a web feature for new people who join so they 
don’t need to download the app first. Zoom is not ideal for 
constant, quick and simple use for smaller teams. It needs 
to be simple to use so it can be quick to use, instead, it just 
intices frustration” (Trust Radius)

“I wish the software notified you when people on your call 
are having connectivity problems. This might help mitigate 
the issue where participants ask others if they can hear 
them or not.” (Trust Radius)

“For those with free Zoom accounts - I wish the counter was 
in view the entire time of the meeting, rather than just the 
last 5 minutes or so.”

“We have found it to be a bit wonky with international calls. 
A lot of connectivity issues”

“Zoom is well suited for companies and organizations 
that need to meet with clients or coworkers on a 
consistent basis. In particular, a great feature of Zoom is 
if you have a very large group, you can break the group 
into smaller teams to have mini conversations and then 
bring back the entire group.” (TrustRadius)

“We use Zoom Rooms and we are quite satisfied with 
the experience and quality of the product. We had used 
other software and Zoom Rooms is the best among 
them. ” (TrustRadius)

“I can access real-time information to trouble shoot calls. 
It’s a one stop shop to access everything I need to 
administer the site, users, run reports and access the 
dashboard.” (TrustRadius)

“It is easy to organize meetings and export them directly 
to our calendars” (G2 Crowd)

Zoom Rooms.  Challenging to Integrate. Needs a web feature.

 Should have notifications for connectivity problems.

 No Zoom counter for free-tiered accounts.

 Poor international calls.

Break-out sessions.

Fantastic dashboard.

Great calendar integration.
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Workplace from Facebook
Landscape Review

Workplace is an enterprise connectivity platform developed by Facebook. Connect your 
employees to your business goals, values and each other with Workplace’s smart, familiar 
features. 

Machine learning makes Workplace smarter and more 
relevant over time. Build you own bots and integrations and 
automate everyday tasks.

Talk to anyone in any language with Auto-Translate. 

Workplace accounts are ad-free and separate from 
personal Facebook accounts, but its familiarity makes it 
easy to use and adopt.

Workplace connects with over 50 popular enterprise 
tools, including G-Suite, Office 365, Dropbox, Jira, etc.

Workplace is free for nonprofits and the staff of 
educational institutions. For others, Workplace costs $3 
per month per user for the first 1,000 users, $2 per month 
per user for the 9,000 users after and $1 per month per 
user for each additional user beyond that total.

Integrations with 50+ enterprise tools. Talk to anyone, in any language.

Automation, bots and integrations.Familiarity to Facebook.

Affordable.
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Workplace from Facebook
Anecdoctal Feature Reviews

“If Workplace by Facebook can adapt to Screen Sharing and 
other Content Communication which is highly required 
across the Industry, it will be a total game changer.” (Trust 
Radius)

“If they could add some more features to track project 
statuses or task updates, it could be a great help for most of 
its users.” (Trust Radius)

“The chat system lacks integrations so we use an external 
software (Slack) for internal chat communication and 
workflow.” (Capterra)

“It is very notification heavy. I highly suggest adjusting your 
notification settings otherwise you'll find yourself being 
inundated with notifications in your email and on your 
mobile device.” (Capterra)

“Segmenting is very easy to do. We have set up Groups 
for various projects, teams, clients or cohorts. You can 
segment as much as you want and one person may be in 
more than one group but maybe not all groups. 
Notifications are sent when new posts or news are 
released.” (Trust Radius)

“It provides a user interface that is familiar and proven 
to assist in engaging people to use the platform. The 
layout is clean and minimal and pleasing.” (Trust 
Radius)

“My company uses Workplace by Facebook across the 
whole organization as a means to have all the other 
realtors and workers together in one place, have specific 
groups, have documents that people need readily 
available, and to give answers to questions that people 
have.” (Trust Radius)

Familiar user interface.  Content communication features.

 Track project statuses or task updates.

 Lack of integrations compared to leading products.

 Notification heavy which gets annoying.

Segmenting and groups.

Great platform for big companies.
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BlueJeans
Landscape Review

Blue Jeans Network makes video communications as easy and pervasive as audio 
communications, enabling more effective collaboration at work, at home, and on the road. 

Join a meeting in any popular web browser with one click. 
BlueJeans’ zero download, browser-based meeting 
experience leverages the open WebRTC standard to bring 
immersive video, spatial audio, and easy join automation for 
simple and productive meetings. 

Manage and troubleshoot meetings, events and rooms in 
real-time with an enterprise-grade platform that meets the 
most demanding management, security and scalability 
requirements.

Provide users with one-touch access to meetings 
regardless of the device, browser, meeting platform or 
room system used. 

Improve productivity with meeting highlights and 
transcription and simplify management with live 
meeting controls, analytics, and automated alerts.  

Enhance collaboration, streamline scheduling, and 
simplify IT management with 30+ apps in our App 
Network.  

Real-time intelligence. Security and scalability.

Zero downloads, browser-based meeting experience.Unparalleled interoperability. 

Seamless Integration.
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BlueJeans
Anecdoctal Feature Reviews

“When a person joins the conference their microphone is 
automatically activated without that person knowing. It is 
very annoying for the people who were already in the 
meeting to ask each new colleague who join the conference 
to mute their microphones.” (G2 Crowd)

“I wish that it was somewhat more simple, like Go To 
Meeting. I also have had a lot of complaints about 
customers downloading the link, and dropped calls. I 
switched to GTM and never had issues.” (G2 Crowd)

“I also wish they had a more interactive Screen Share (like 
Slack where you can draw on the other person's screen). 
That would have us replace slack almost entirely.” (G2 
Crowd)

“I would like to be able to control the number of people 
shown in the gallery view. There are only 12 of us, but 
because of this setting, I could only see 9 of us at a time.”

“For large meetings, it does a great job of handling 
active speakers by bringing their video to the forefront. 
It brings all employees to the table in a meeting setting 
and makes it easy for participants to follow the flow of 
the meeting” (Trust Radius)

“I like that I can set a meeting to auto-record because I 
often will forget. I like that BlueJeans sends a link to the 
recording almost immediately after the web meeting is 
over.” (Trust Radius)

“BlueJean's connection control is fantastic. It keeps you in 
the loop if there are poor connections, who is available, 
who is speaking, etc.” (Trust Radius)

“The BlueJeans interface is well thought out. It 
continually provides relevant tips for the tasks you are 
trying to accomplish. If you are speaking but on mute, it 
will ask if you are trying to talk to the group.”

Auto-recording.  Microphone automatically activated when joining.

 More simple.

 More interactive screenshare features.

 Control number of people shown in Gallery View.

Handling active speakers in group meetings.

Fantastic connection control.

Thoughtful and smart interface.
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Webex (Cisco)
Landscape Review

Webex, a Cisco company, provides on-demand applications for businesses to conduct web 
conferencing, telework and application remote control.

Webex calling is your phone system in the cloud, with all the 
benefits of a traditional office phone system, without the 
complexity of managing and securing it.

Lectures, labs, break out sessions, live grading. Record and 
build a library of on-demand training sessions so people can 
review them any time.

Webex teams helps speed up projects, build better 
relationships, and solve business challenges. Secure 
group messaging, easy file sharing, whiteboard, etc.

Integrate with apps you love to use everyday so your 
work remains connected. Integrations include Google 
Drive, Gmail, GitHub, Office 365 and Salesforce.

Cisco Webex webcasting – reach 40,000+ attendees to 
deliver a high-impact event. Communicate with your 
audience all over the world.

Integrations with apps you love. Engaging, interactive online training.

Cloud calling.Webex Teams built for team collaboration.

Scale your reach with webcasting.
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Webex (Cisco)
Anecdoctal Feature Reviews

“Their user interface is really bad. There is limited 
functionality with screen sharing.”(Trust Radius)

“User administration could be better. One example, is you 
can't delete users, only deactivate them.” (Trust Radius)

“The call me feature doesn’t work sometimes and we have 
to make attendees physically dial in.” (Capterra)

“Need to dynamically increase the performance of web 
meetings as user participants exceed 100 users” (Capterra)

“These two separate applications offer very similar features. 
Why not merge them into one application?” (Trust Radius)

“Making presentations and interacting with them was 
never so easy. We can start meetings from our PC or 
mobile device and move it to our WebEx board.” (Trust 
Radius)

“Webex Meetings is the one-stop solution for all of our 
conferencing needs, used for sharing presentations, 
audio conferences, web conferences as well as the 
integration of 60+ room systems that integrate with the 
collaboration room option.” (Trust Radius)

“We can start a meeting from mobile devices, Cisco 
Jabber, Microsoft Office, PC, WebEx Board or via the web.” 
(Trust Radius)

One-stop shop.  Screensharing on web version could be better.

 User administration could be better.

 Call me feature.

 Does not support large web meetings well.

 Webex Meetings and Webex Teams.

WebEx Board integration.

Ease of connection.
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Microsoft Teams
Landscape Review

Microsoft Teams is a unified communication and collaboration platform that combines 
persistent workplace chat, video meetings, file storage, and application integration.

With your workplace in the cloud, you can reap the benefits 
of big data processing and AI to work smarter. If you work in 
a multilingual organization, you can benefit from automatic 
translations. 

The platform is integrated with Office 365, giving users 
easy access to Office productivity apps like Excel and 
Word.

It only takes a single click to launch a voice or video call.

Teams increases productivity by making all your 
collaboration– conversations, chats, online meetings, 
shared files, tasks, etc. available in one single app and one 
single interface. 

Integrations with Skype for Business. Reap the benefits of big data processing and AI.

Integrated with Office 365.

All-in-one place, enriched communication.
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Microsoft Teams
Anecdoctal Feature Reviews

“We also cannot have multiple chat windows going. It would 
be great to be able to continue a live video conference and 
have a chat window on another part of the screen or use the 
whiteboard or note taking features all at the same time.” 
(Capterra)

“You sometimes miss notifications because, when you open 
the app, you automatically jump into the last channel (or 
chat) you where when closing it. When you actually want to 
go to some other place, you might leave the channel, leaving 
all notifications marked as "read" - but you might not even 
have noticed there was something new in them!” (Capterra)

“Some of the functionality is not presented front and center, 
so the learning curve takes a little longer than it should.” 
(Capterra)

“What I love most about this tool is it's ability to 
empower your entire team with the tools and spaces 
they need to collaborate and communicate, all in one 
single place and it's ability to support other tools in the 
Office 365 ecosystem is a plus.” (Trust Radius)

“Great solution for collaboration and chat. Works well on 
computer as well as smartphone. Provides exceptional 
customization for however an organization needs to be 
designed.” (Capterra)

“Teams is easy to use, loads quickly and offers a ridiculous 
amount of functionality. Chat, calling, meetings, file 
sharing, and the list goes on.” (Capterra)

“It allows for "in the moment" or "in the flow" 
collaboration. For instance, you can share a document 
while chatting about it on a video call.” (Trust Radius)

Create collaboration and chat solution.  Cannot have multiple chat windows going. 

 Missing notifications.

 Learning curve.

Supports other tools in Office 365.

All-in-one platform.

Collaboration feature.
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GoToMeeting (LogMeIn)
Landscape Review

GoToMeeting is a powerful web conferencing service from LogMeIn. It integrates HD video 
conferencing, screen sharing and audio conferencing, creating a natural face-to-face 
collaboration environment on your Mac, PC, iPad, iPhone or Android device.

Admin center (manage users & permissioning), security 
and organization policies, diagnostic reports, and 
automated provisioning (manage large number of users)

Features designed for users on the go. Commuter mode 
(host meetings on the go and save data), voice 
commands (join your next online meeting hands-free), 
and cloud recording .

Seamlessly schedule, manage and quickly join upcoming 
meetings directly from your calendar.

Intelligent online collaboration.

Solutions for administrators.

Office 365 Plugin.
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GoToMeeting (LogMeIn)
Anecdoctal Feature Reviews

“At times the mobile app is inflexible when trying to switch 
from mobile to an internet connection in particular when 
entering the pin code, which is very tricky when on the 
move.” (Capterra)

“Recording only included shared computer content-not 
video. Not great for guest speakers.” (Capterra)

“Lack of international phone numbers for people to call. The 
list of phone numbers for GoToMeeting is not as extensive 
as some other platforms out there.” (Capterra)

“When there are more that 20 people in the meeting, video 
quality declines.” (Capterra)

“I like GoToMeeting for video conferencing and conference 
calls. I like it for screen sharing as well, but not necessarily 
collaboration.” (Capterra)

“It allows you to send out invitations to let people pop in 
from wherever they are. We had a person in a different 
time zone that enjoyed being able to use GoToMeeting 
on mobile while the rest of us were in a traditional work 
setting.” (Capterra)

“Enables democratic participation in large groups with a 
facilitator; makes it possible to field and respond to 
questions in an orderly manner.” (Trust Radius)

“Sales teams preferred using GoToMeeting for its 
recording functionality which was essential for them to 
share and archive their product demos.” (Trust Radius)

“The co-host meetings option is very smart. Project 
managers can create meetings on behalf of others and 
co-host.” (Trust Radius)

Enables democratic participation in large groups.  Scheduling on a mobile device.

 Recording only included shared computer content.

 Lack of international phone numbers to call.

 Does not support large meetings well.

 Easier document sharing & collaboration.

Link to join meetings from any device.

Recording functionality.

Co-host meetings option.
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Lifesize
Landscape Review

Lifesize is global innovator of video conferencing, collaboration and meeting productivity 
solutions.

Lifesize fits in the workflow of your existing tools to give you 
the best video experience in the apps and meeting rooms 
you use every day.

With data centers in every major geography, our 
industry-leading global presence helps you connect 
your global teams through web conferencing.

By integrating our meeting room systems and cloud 
service, we enable every person and every conference 
room with amazing video conferencing.


Lifesize uses best-of-breed data centers with independent 
third-party security and privacy certifications to ensure 
the most secure and reliable foundation possible for our 
customers.

Hardware and software together. Seamless integration.

Global network.

Secure communication.
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Lifesize
Anecdoctal Feature Reviews

“The chat feature can be improved. It feels a little clunky. If 
the chat functionality was stronger, we wouldn't need to use 
Slack in addition to Lifesize. ” (Capterra)

“The maintenance contracts needed to keep the equipment 
updated, and have access to the technical support, are 
expensive.” (Capterra)

“I wish it had collaboration capabilities such as Microsoft 
Teams. It does not integrate well with other vendors such as 
Polycom or Crestron devices.” (Trust Radius)

“The admin panel can be more user-friendly.” (Capterra)

“There are a few functions that I really like about 
Lifesize. I like that you can download an app, or use a 
link to a webpage. Having the different options is good 
for users that we connect with so they can choose how 
to participate.” (Capterra)

“The ease of use is unparalleled and the video quality 
that is also offered in 4K is stunning. You can schedule 
your videomeetings very easy and interoperability with 
other video platforms is guaranteed. ” (Trust Radius)

“There are a couple of add-on services that we have 
subscribed to as well. The first is the recording service, 
which allows us to record LifeSize meetings at the push of 
a button, including all of the video feeds and presentation 
content, which we can then save and host on our intranet 
for future viewing.” (Trust Radius)

4K is stunning.  Better chat functionality.

 Expensive to keep hardware / equipment updated.

 Collaboration capabilities. Does not integrate well.

 Improved admin panel.

Web-based experience option.

Easy recording and sharing.
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Nextiva


Vonage Business


Ooma


8x8 Virtual Office


GoToConnect (Jive)

Landscape 
Review



Nextiva
PBX & VoIP Solutions

Considered to be the “best inexpensive VoIP provider”. Nextiva is rated Best Business 
Phone System in 2020 by U.S. News.

Collaborate and communicate easier than ever with 
Cospace. Teams communicate better with group messaging, 
video conferencing, file sharing, and task management all in 
one collaboration software.

Nextiva customers also reported up to 60% cost savings on 
their phone bill.

Built on one of the world’s most reliable networks. We strive 
for 99.999% uptime. 24/7/365 monitoring and security. We 
are certified with multiple worldwide security initiatives.

Measure every customer interaction and touchpoint, on 
every channel across the entire customer journey.

VoIP, Sales CRM, Helpdesk software - one powerful suite 
to grow your business.

Engage each customer at the right time with the right 
message based on interactions gathered over time. Create 
a predictable customer experience to retain customers 
and increase sales.

Business communication suite “World-class” network security and reliability

“The Collaboration Suite”, built for teams (Coming Soon)

Significant savings for switching to Nextiva.

Track & measure everything

Smart automation
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Vonage Business
PBX & VoIP Solutions

Considered to be the “best VoIP service for midsize businesses”. Vonage offers flexible 
and scalable voice, messaging, video and data capabilities across Unified 
Communications, Contact Centers and Communications APIs.

Our award-winning contact center (formerly 
NewVoiceMedia) integrates seamlessly with Salesforce, 
maximizing your communications investment.

Vonage APIs for voice, verification, video, messages, SMS, 
etc. We help growing startups and agile enterprises enhance 
customer experience and realize new business outcomes at 
scale. 

Seamlessly integrate with Salesforce CRM, Microsoft 
Dynamics, and G-Suite to maximize day-to-day business 
operations. Includes 16+ other integrations.

50+ voice and unified communications 
features—including video collaboration and productivity 
tools with Vonage App Center—in one powerful phone 
system that runs on your own internet connection.

Our original business brought VoIP to families and small 
businesses. And now we’re making communications more 
flexible, intelligent, and personal, to help enterprises the 
world over stay ahead.

Unified communication features Communications APIs

Award-winning contact centerSalesforce, Microsoft, and G-Suite Integrations

First leader in VoIP 



Ooma
PBX & VoIP Solutions

Considered to be the “best budget buy” and “ideal for small businesses with 5-20 
phone lines”. They also have an Enterprise offering but are best known for their small 
business offerings.

Ooma’s rich feature set can meet the needs of a business 
with 2, 20 or 200 employees. 

The Ooma Enterprise advantage comes from a combination 
of our own hosted and managed business VoIP phone 
system software with forward-thinking communications 
features, and expert professionals focused on your success.

No technical knowledge needed. Ooma Office works right 
out of the box and you don’t need any technical knowledge 
to set it up. It should take you less than 15 minutes.



Ooma’s phone service was rated #1 in reliability (PC 
Magazine). Our patented PureVoice HD technology 
means your customers experience crystal-clear calling 
every time.

From Virtual Receptionist to Remote Extension Dialing, 
we’ve curated over 35 features designed to help you run 
your business more efficiently while helping you look 
your most polished and professional.



Ooma Office can help small businesses save between 40% 
to 60% compared to their current provider's monthly per 
line charge.

Everything needed for a small business Quick and simple set-up

Scales for small to medium businesses.

Enterprise solutions

Reliable, cloud-based phone service

Ooma Office helps small businesses save



8x8 Virtual Office
PBX & VoIP Solutions

Considered the “best for international calling”. 8x8 provides one cloud solution for 
voice, video, chat and contact center.

Unlimited calling, auto attendant and call handling, 
one-on-one & group chat, SMS and texting, HD audio and 
video conferencing

Chat with customers using their messaging platform of 
choice. Tap into contact center capabilities like skills-based 
routing and predictive outbound dialing to empower your 
sales and customer service teams like never before.

Employees can work from anywhere on the device they 
prefer. With phone, tablet and desktop apps, users can 
access voice, messaging and online meetings in the 
office, on the road or at home.

8x8 provides everything your business needs to connect 
employees, customers and partners. Cloud phone, 
unlimited global calling, auto attendant, instant 
messaging and audio & video conferencing.

You don’t need specialized IT resources to deploy or 
manage 8x8 cloud communications. An intuitive interface 
makes it simple and easy for users to access all of 8x8’s 
powerful capabilities.

Advanced phone features Improves customer service

All-in-One Cloud solutionSupport for a mobile workforce

Easy to deploy, manage and use



GoToConnect (Jive)
PBX & VoIP Solutions

24/7, US-based support. The highest-rated office VoIP phone service (2019) on 
Capterra, ConsumerAffairs, PCMag and G2 Crowd. 

24/7 US based support, hassle-free setup, 99.999% SLA 
uptime reliability and security, GoToMeeting HD video 
conferencing 

Works with top business applications such as Salesforce, 
Zoho, Google, RedTail, etc.

Communicate with ease anywhere, using our mobile 
apps. Unlimited SMS, Softphone, & Messaging. Route 
incoming calls to phones in a specified sequence, giving 
the freedom to conduct business wherever you go

Slash phone system expenses by 40% or more (43% 
average), one provider for all of your communications, 
low, all-inclusive pricing

4.5+ stars, low churn rates and high NPS scores. Capterra, 
ConsumerAffairs, PC Mag, G2 Crowd. 

Big savings Seamless integrations

Robust suite of featuresManage on the go

Highest-rated cloud VOIP system (2019)


